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make itself felt. Yet in Belfast and the Belfast area
trade unionism is very much what it is in Great
Britain. It is led by people who understand thoroughly
the conditions of their industry: and it is not a new
thing. Throughout the organisation there is diffused
some knowledge of what the industry can afford to
pay ; and when wages have dropped in Great Britain
there has been a corresponding drop in Belfast.
Elsewhere in Ireland the labour problem wears a
different face. Individual craftsmen, or small com-
binations of craftsmen, earned a decent wage : but
till some fifteen years ago all labour outside of Ulster
was terribly low paid. The highest wage paid to an
agricultural labourer was in County Down, and that
was only equal to the lowest wage paid in the remotest
corner of Scotland. Generally labour in the South of
Ireland was so ill paid as to be necessarily inefficient,
and so inefficient as to be necessarily ill paid.
Then a remarkable labour leader, Mr. Larkin,
finding no effective organisations in the trades singly,
attempted the plan of uniting all into one vast union,
called the Transport Workers. About Dublin at least
he succeeded in obtaining notable and necessary
increases. > Then in the autumn of 1913 came a great
trial of strength between him and the employers.
After five months the issue was fought to a finish, for
the time: the strike was crushed, the dispute was not
settled.
As a rule Irish labour was much worse paid than
corresponding work in Great Britain. In the wartime
wage-regulations made for Britain were applied
automatically to Ireland: wages rose prodigiously.
After the armistice, when the scale of pay began
to drop in England with the fall of prices, there
was war in Ireland. Many industries could not-go
on by reason of lack of transport* Those which
could go on dare not attempt to revise wages in the
general disorder, Broadly, the position is now that
whereas before the war wages were lower in the rest

